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Introduction  

 
Take a trip down the Nile and experience the mysteries of ancient Egypt! 
 
Just like the extremely popular video slot game enjoyed in the land-based casinos all over the 
world, Cleopatra™ is a 20 payline game packed with exotic flavour.  
 
Line wins completed with the Wild Cleopatra™ symbol are doubled in value.  
 
Keep your eyes open for the Sphinx - three or more appearing anywhere on the reels start the 
Cleopatra™ Bonus. Not only do you earn 15 free spins but all wins are 3 times their normal value!  
 
No wonder Cleopatra™ is one of the world's most popular games. 
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How To Bet  
 
Cleopatra™ has 20 paylines. You can choose how many paylines you play by pressing the LINES 
+ and – buttons. 
 
You may also adjust the stake per line you wish to play at by pressing the STAKE/LINE + and – 
buttons. 
 
The total stake per spin is displayed in the STAKE meter. 
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Spin and Autoplay  

 
Click the SPIN button to initiate one spin of the reels. Clicking the AUTOPLAY button brings up a 
set of panels that allow you to sequentially play a number of games. Select the number of your 
choice and away you go. 
 
AUTOPLAY stops whenever the player is awarded the Cleopatra™ Bonus and can be stopped at 
any time by pressing the AUTOPLAY button again. 
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Cleopatra™ Bonus  

 
Sphinx symbols appearing in any position on two or more reels earn you a scatter award relative 
to your total bet. The more Sphinx symbols appearing, the larger your scatter award multiplier. The 
specific award values can be found in the paytable. 
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In addition, if the Sphinx symbols appear in any position on three or more reels they trigger the 
Cleopatra™ Bonus.  
 
Your effective bet for all of your free spins is exactly the same as the bet you placed when you 
triggered the bonus. 
 
The awards in the Cleopatra™ Bonus are the same awards used in the regular Cleopatra™ game 
but are tripled in value. This multiplier applies to all awards except the top award (5 Cleopatra™ 
symbols). 
 
If during a free spin, Sphinx symbols appear on three or more reels, an additional 15 free spins are 
added to your current free spin bonus (up to a maximum of 180 total free spins within any bonus 
round). 
 
After the last free spin, if you had one or more winning outcomes in the bonus, the total of all 
awards is displayed. 
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Rules  

 
Malfunction voids all pays and plays. 
 
All payline symbols must appear on a played line and on consecutive reels, beginning with the far 
left reel. 
 
Only highest winner paid on each payline. 
 
Coinciding wins on different paylines are added. Scatter awards are independent from payline 
awards and are also added to the total amount paid. 
 
One or more Cleopatra™ symbols completing a line win doubles the award value, except when 
the line win consists of 5 Cleopatra™ symbols.  
 
Regardless of your bet size, there is an award cap on any single transaction. See the paytable for 
details. A transaction includes the results of the Cleopatra™ Bonus plus the outcome which 
launched the bonus. If the award cap is reached in the Cleopatra™ Bonus, the bonus may end 
early before all free spins have been completed. 
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Additional Information  

 
From left to right, the meters at the bottom of the game screen display the stake per line, lines 
played, total stake per game and total win per game. There is an information panel directly above 
which displays the result of individual line wins, scatter wins and bonus awards.  
 
Cleopatra is a trademark or registered trademark of IGT in the U.S. and/or other countries, and is 
used with permission. Copyright © 2010 IGT. All rights reserved.  
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